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Abstract
Three alternatives within the method of assignment by classes are presented for the
calculation of individuals lifetime in genetic algorithms with varying population size.
(GAVaPS).
In the proposed strategy (assignment by classes) individuals are grouped according to their
fitness. The purpose is to use the allowed range of lifetime values in a way which is more
suitable to search the optimum than proportional, linear and bilinear strategies.
A comparative study of three possibilities of assignment by classes as related to the traditional
methods is carried out, and results are shown over five functions. Finally, some conclusions
are presented, along with possible future lines of work.
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During the last few years there has been a growing interest in resolution systems based on
evolution and inheritance principles. These keep a population of potential solutions, they have
some selection process based on the fitness of the individuals, and they also have some
genetic operators. These algorithms imitate the principles of natural evolution for parameters
optimization problems [Ga98][Go98][Gr85][Mi96]. John Holland’s genetic algorithms belong
to this type of evolution-based algorithms. They are inspired in Darwin’s Theory of Evolution
[Ho75].
Genetic algorithms implementations are not always satisfactory due to different reasons:
 
 the codification of a problem is not suitable and thus the GAs operate over a search space
which does not match the problem space.
¡
 there is a limit over the number of generations and over the size of the population.
Therefore, under certain conditions, a premature convergence is produced towards local
optimums. This is a typical problem of genetic algorithms.
The size of the population is one of the most important choices and it may be critical in
different applications. If it is too small, the GA may converge prematurely, and if it is too
large, waiting time for improvements can be very long, which would result in an excessive
use of computational resources. On the other hand, both population diversity and selective
pressure are affected by the size of the population.
Genetic algorithms begin with a set of solutions or individuals (represented by chromosomes)
called population. The solutions to a population are used to generate a new population. This is
done in the hopes that the new population will be better than its predecessor. In genetic
algorithms with fixed-size populations (SGA) the individuals chosen to create new
generations are selected according to their fitness. Those with higher fitness will have more
chances of reproduction. This is repeated until a condition such as number of populations or
reaching an expected optimum is verified.
Genetic algorithms with varying population size (GAVaPS) attempt to solve some of the
problems produced with the SGA. They do not use any of the selection variants for
individuals elimination, but they incorporate the concept of ¢£¤  of the chromosome (which
depends on its fitness). This is equivalent to the number of generations that the chromosome
has survived up to that moment, and it changes with generations. Consequently, the age of the
chromosome replaces the concept of selection. This makes the size of the population not to
remain constant but to vary as generations vary. In addition to this, another, very important
concept is introduced: ¥ ¦ § ¨ © ¦ ª«¨ , which indicates the number of generations that an individual
should survive. Lifetime is assigned only once to each individual, at the moment they are
born, and remains constant during their evolution.
There are different methods to assign lifetimes. This paper analyzes different alternatives of
the method of assignment by classes [La99] and its benefits as compared with the traditional
methods [Mi96].
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GAVaPS do not use a selection mechanism, but selective pressure by means of the
assignment of a lifetime to every individual. The strategy for the assignment of lifetimes
should consider:
À
 Support individuals whose fitness is higher than the average
Á
 Adjust the size of the current population according to a current stage in the search, mainly
avoiding exponential growth.
There are three traditional approaches for the assignment of lifetime to individuals. These use
some of the search state measures, such as average, maximum and minimum fitness. These
approaches are the proportional, linear and bilinear assignments.
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The lifetime of the i-th individual is calculated as follows:
LifeTime(i) := min(MIN_LT + (η * fitness(i) / avgfit), MAX_LT);
where η= ½ (MAX_LT - MIN_LT)
This comes from the idea of roulette selection, where the value of the lifetime of an individual
is proportional to its fitness, within the limits MIN_LT and MAX_LT.
This approach has some defects because it only uses the average fitness to characterize the
current population. Thus, in order to have the maximum lifetime, an individual has to be very
good (its fitness should be twice the average), which means that not all the available range of
lifetime values is used suitably.
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LifeTime(i) := MIN_LT + 2 * η * ( fitness(i) – absminfit ) / (absmaxfit - absminfit)
where η= ½ (MAX_LT - MIN_LT).
This strategy assigns a lifetime proportional to the maximum and minimum values of fitness
found in the previous population. As a consequence of the improvement produced from one
generation to another in the fitness of the individuals, higher lifetimes are assigned each time.
This causes a great increment in the size of the population.
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   If avgfit >= fitness(i)
          Then LifeTime(i) := MIN_LT + η * (fitness(i) - minfit) / (avgfit - minfit)
          Else LifeTime(i) := ½ (MIN_LT + MAX_LT) + η*(fitness(i)-avgfit)/(maxfit-avgfit)
where η= ½ (MAX_LT - MIN_LT).
This method works with the average fitness and thus divides individuals in two classes. The
available range for lifetimes is separated into two equal parts and, depending on the distance
of the fitness of the individual from the average, the offset is determined within the
corresponding segment.
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Assignment by classes is used to assign lifetimes with the following characteristics:
ó
 to obtain a more suitable distribution within the range of allowed values, in the sense of
prioritizing those individuals whose fitness is better.
ô
 to limit the growth of the number of individuals to find the optimum
õ
 to avoid convergence towards a local optimum
ö
 to limit dispersion of the individuals once the "area" of the optimum has been located
In this strategy, individuals are grouped in different classes according to their fitness. To do
so, a number of classes is entered, which gives the amount of different groupings that will be
used. The classes are formed using the k-mean clusterization algorithm [Mar94] [Kau90]
[Jai86], which is a typical unsupervised classification method with a "center" or "middle
individual" for each class.
Initially, the k-means algorithm takes the k first different fitness values as centers and builds
the classes with the rest of the first generation individuals, distributing them according to their
shortest distance to a center. Once all the individuals are distributed, the centers are re-
calculated. The algorithm continues its iterations until there are no significant changes in the
centers of the classes.
For each new generation, the lifetime of the individuals is determined based on the grouping
of the individuals of the previous generation.
Depending on the class to which they belong (assigned according to a minimum distance to
the center) and on their own fitness value, individuals will receive their own lifetimes, since
each class will have a sub-range assigned within the total of lifetimes.
Classes vary from those containing very bad individuals (low fitness) to those containing very
good individuals (high fitness).
Two strategies were implemented for the selection of the lifetimes range of each class.
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The total range of lifetimes is divided between the k existing classes. The value of the lifetime
of an individual depends on its fitness and on the class to which it belongs, without taking into
account the rest of the classes.
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where
-    ¡¢;£ ¤¥ ¥  is the range of lifetimes assigned to each class (given by MAX_LT / Number of
Classes)
- ¦;§ ¨© ª © « ¦-§ ¬© ©  is the number of the class to which the individual belongs
- ­-®\¯° ± ± ² ³´ ¯-µ ¶· ·  is the width of lifetimes of the class of the individual
- ¸-¹º;»¼ ½1¾ ¼ ¿-À ÁÂ Â ¾ Â  is the width of lifetimes of the classes previous to the class to which
the individual belongs
- Classes[ Ã;Ä ÅÆ Ç Æ È Ã-Ä ÉÆ Æ ].MinFit and Classes[ Ê-Ë ÌÍ Î Í Ï Ê-Ë ÐÍ Í ].MaxFit are fitness minimum and
maximum of the class of the individual under consideration
- Fitness[i] is the fitness of the individual i.
- Offset is a number between 0 and 1 showing the displacement of the individual within
a class
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For each class, a function of the number of individuals in that class is taken as the width, so
that the classes with a higher number of individuals have a greater sub-range of lifetimes to
assign. This causes a selective pressure on evolution.
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where
- Classes[ClosestClass].IndAmount is the number of individuals in the closest class
- TotalIndiv is the total number of individuals in the population
Based on the two strategies, three alternatives were developed:
1. Assignment by equal classes: it uses the strategy posed in a).
2. Assignment by classes with greater selective pressure: it uses the strategy posed in b).
3. Mixed assignment by classes: it has a first stage where a selective pressure is exerted
according to the concept in b), and a second stage that works according to strategy a). The
division between one stage and the other is based on a new percentage (25%) of the
number of generations.
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The condition of termination of the algorithm is based upon the following criteria:
k
 The maximum number of generations indicated in the system input parameters
l
 If there are no significant changes in the optimum during a 20% of the maximum
number of generations
m
 If there are no significant differences in the center of the best class during the last 7
generations.
n
 The distance between the centers of the two best classes. From generation to
generation, the centers of the classes get closer to the optimum, and the distance
between them gets shorter. Then, when the centers of the best classes of
consecutive generations differ in a certain error (ε o  system parameter) the optimum
is considered to have been reached.
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The GAVaPS with the different assignment strategies was applied to the following functions:
These functions were chosen because they cover a wide range of the kind of functions that
can be optimized. Functions G2 and G5 are multimodal, with several local maximums.
Function G3 cannot be optimized by means of a gradient technique (there is no gradient in
one direction). Function G4 represents a problem known as deceptive problem [Go89].
For the different functions, the following parameters are considered in order to compare the
different assignment strategies:
• maximum fitness reached, to evaluate the error when approaching the optimum.
• number of individuals in last generation, which gives an idea of the computational cost.
• variance within the solutions space.
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On the other hand, in order to obtain the results, 30 runs of each assignment were averaged
over each of the 5 functions.
Figures 1 to 5 show a comparison of assignment strategies, being   the & &   & ,   the
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As it can be appreciated in the Figures corresponding to functions G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, the
strategy of assignment by classes (4) (5) and (6) presents a small error in the approximation to
the optimum according to the values set in the input parameters, generally working with the
lowest number of individuals and with a low variance.
In addition to this, the different experiences allowed to observe that the assignment by classes
was the only method that controlled the number of individuals while searching for a solution.
The remaining strategies find the optimum by “flooding” the search space with individuals,
while assignment by classes finds the solution in a more directed way, trying not to
overpopulate the space with bad solutions.
Of the three alternatives for assignment through classes, that with a higher selective pressure
is the one that uses less individuals (as it was predictable), even though in some cases it loses
some precision in the approximation to the optimum. This “error” is influenced by the value ε.
The results for the mixed assignment by classes are found among the other two assignment
alternatives by classes as regards number of individuals and variance, and good values for the
optimum are registered. Function G5 presents a specific case for the assignment by classes,
where the variance is greater than that for traditional strategies. This is due to the presence of
a lower amount of individuals and to the need of genetic diversity since this is a function with
a great number of local optimums.
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Three options are presented for the assignment of lifetimes by classes in GAVaPS, where
there are improvements in some aspects as compared to traditional methods. These
improvements concentrate the assignment of values for lifetime only in part of all the
available range. The assignment by classes makes use of all the available range, making a
better distinction between “good” and “bad” individuals according to their fitness.
On the other hand, it can be observed that the convergence of the assignment by classes was
produced by the conditions related to obtaining the optimum, whereas for the other methods,
termination is caused generally when the search space is flooded with individuals.
Finally, the results obtained are satisfactory based on the initial objectives.
We are currently working on a new method of assignment by classes, where the number of
classes is estimated during the execution according to the current population.
As is known, the k-means method requires that the value of k be indicated beforehand. Even
though the results presented here correspond to a distribution in five classes, the value of k is
strongly dependent on the problem and the total range of lifetimes. Note that the number of
classes is directly proportional to the selective pressure exerted. Therefore, a new method is
being developed to analyze the distribution of the fitness of the individuals and creates the
necessary classes accordingly.
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